
2123 - Vereley Hill Car Park – 25/08/19 

Nearly did this gig at Corfe Mullen. Luckily Wheeze stepped up to the line and said she had 
agreed to do this with K9. So, as feeling guilty, I have to attend. 
 
No pub, just a car park in the middle of nowhere, and Wheeze saying you’re the lead for the trail, 
as, as expected, a small turn out. K9 and TP probably sun bathing somewhere, whilst Banger is 
in the home country touching base with the family. 
 
Hare report says that this is a short HOV!! Its hot, so we don’t care. Struggling to get the trackers 
working, we find TTP, Death March, Grocer and Jock Strap are up the front. This is great, I can catch 
them. Bad planning, I now have to do the front running (maybe just jogging then). Initially, after JS’s 
lead, we seem to pick the correct directions. After an initial good start in the cool, Wheeze has 
decided that full sunshine is the rule for the day. Brain is over heating so DM is in the lead by better 
life choices, followed by JS. If I was being disingenuous, this may have had something to do with my 
picking the wrong trail first and having to be called back. Saying that, false trails do have the 
prescribed 2 blobs and a bar. The proper trails have a compulsory history lesson about the local 
smugglers; so turning up late is a bonus. Passed Navigator and Greek God doing their FRB mission. 
Shame they were supposed to be on the mini. 
 
The trail as said was very hot, DM and JS just keep guessing better than me so I’m getting a good 
work out. Wheeze keeps offering short cuts but we were buzzed up to do the full course. Finally 
there is a long straight up hill to the car park. Wheeze is left marshaling DM whilst JS and Grocer are 
somewhere in the distance. No sudden sounds of heavy breathing or big feet from K9 and B, from the 
rear, so we get back first. I say that, but the mini is set up under shade in the trees munching their 
mini pasties. As to why GG is left on his own munching peanut butter, I don’t know. 
 
So, mega hot , small pack, history lessons galore, and traffic jams on the way home. 
 
Why was the Wimborne bypass closed!!! 
 
So what did you think? 

 


